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Welcoming Megan Bush for the Spring 2013 Semester!
Megan Bush, a first year creative nonfiction MFA student, is
teaching English 111x class this spring. She has focused her class
around autoethnography--the individual looking at the cultures
they are a part of and participate within. Autoethnography is one of
her many interests and is pursing it within her own work. Her
thesis is conceptualized as a social commentary. In other side
projects she looks at cultural issues in South-East Alaska, in
particular, Juneau.
Megan Bush has been on a Western Literature kick of late, reading
Terry Tempest and Edwards Abby. Her hobbies include skiing,
skijoring, hiking, hanging outside, and of course writing.

EGO Reading on Saturday the 9th of February @ 7:00pm
in The Bear Gallery
EGO’s first reading of the spring semester will feature first year fiction writers Rose Kim, Heather Warren,
and Caitlin Woolley. Their prose spans the spectrum of the lyrical and the personal. Rose Kim’s “Gyopo
Teach” in an ongoing exploration of the Korean-American identity and the tensions they navigate. Caitlin
Woolley’s “Blush” is a sublime depiction of a father, his daughters, and the physical bonds tying them
together. Finally, Heather Warren will arrive dreaded and ready to flap her multi-generic wings. This is an
opportunity to see what projects the members of our department have been working on aside from course
instruction.
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Pacific Rim Conference
Graduate students and faculty have submitted panel proposals for the 2013 Pacific Rim Conference in
Anchorage and have been accepted. The Pacific Rim Conference runs from March 7th through the 9th and the
keynote speakers will be Troy Boone from the University of Pittsburg and Rebecca Black from the University
of California, Irvine. The theme of this year’s Conference will be “The Evolution of Text: Navigating the
Transformations in English, Literature, and Rhetoric.”
First year graduate students Eric Parker, Kathryn Michael, Danny Dyer panel is titled “Prompting Change by
Changing Prompts.” Because students’ literacy backgrounds differ widely, standardized American prompts
could hinder student creativity in fulfilling prompts. Their question is: “Should composition teachers modify
their prompts with regards to diction, structure, and visuals in order to elicit the most engaged responses from
their multilingual students?”
Victoria Avery, Rose Kim, and Jennifer Schell have titled their panel “Graphic Novels: Contexts, Origins, and
Influences.” Conventional wisdom concerning graphic novels is that they have only existed for the past thirtyfive years. This panels intends to dispute this conception and argue that graphic novels have a rich and long
history. Each paper being presented during this panel discusses different aspects of the graphic novel and the
many influences that have formed and shaped it.
Finally, first year graduate students Natalie Taylor, Megan Bush, Heather Warren, and Kendell Sadiik panel is
“Queering Grammar.” They will explore the questions of the possibility of interrupting familiar patterns in
thinking and writing and how grammar has been influenced by heteronormative discourses. They will build on
the work of Judith Butler, Helen Cisoux, Gertrude Stein, and others. Their “purpose is to initiate discussion
around the necessary inclusion of Queer Theory in grammar and in the composition classroom.”

Past Panelists and Panels
Last year’s Pacific Rim Conference recordings of UAF students can be found on the Pacific Rim Conference
homepage at http://www.uaa.alaska.edu/english/pacific-rim-conference.cfm. The panels from last year that
UAF students and faculty participated in are below:
“Is ‘Write Alaska’ a Participatory Culture?”: moderated by Sarah Stanley with panelists Tara Knight, Josh Fish,
Caitlin Scarano, Heather Stewart and Emily Klotz.
“Poetry, Letters, and Paratext: Multimodal Considerations” is moderated by Shannon Gramse with panelists
Charles Frost: “Dryden and Oldham: Looking at Paratext,” Fatima Azam: “Multimodality and Manipulation:
The Deceptive Nature of Letters from Jane Austen to J.K. Rowling,” and Michael Edson: “Annotation as
Meditation: Editing Charles Churchill’s Poetry”
”’Crusoe-ing it’ Multimodal Style: The Robinsonade in Film, on Television, and in the Graphic Arts” is
facilitated by Heather Caldwell with the panelists Ryan Bateman: “I’m the Boss and Remember That:
‘Robinson Crusoe on Mars’ and America’s Imperial Past and Future,” Jennifer Popa: “Getting Lost with
Robinson Crusoe: Examining the Crusoe Myth Through ‘Lost’,” and Jennifer Schell: “My Man Friday:
Illustrated Editions of ‘Robinson Crusoe’ and Representations of Manly Inter-Racial Friendship.”
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Professional Development Workshop on February 24th
The first Professional Development
Workshop workshop with be led by
Heather Bremicker of the English
Department and Kellie Tilton of the
Rasmuson Library. They will be
discussing information literacy in
core English courses and the
importance of familiarizing students
with good research practices, how to
successfully synthesize sources in an
investigative manner, and how to
better introduce students to the library databases and resources.
The purpose of this workshop is to help undergraduate students enrolled in courses with various skill levels of
research and writing by presenting resources to instructors. Core English courses provide an opportunity for
instructors teach information literacy to students while they are currently engaged in projects and papers-learning through practice. Bremicker and Tilton will address why teaching information literacy is critical to
student success within the university and beyond. They will also discuss how to get the most out of the
information literacy class required by the English 111x course sequence. Bremicker and Tilton hope this will
initiate a conversation in building stronger ties between the English Department and the Rasmuson Library.
Professional Development Workshops will be held February 24th, March 3rd, April 7th, and April 26th.

Deadline to Submit Proposals for English 211x and 213x
The deadline for submitting a course proposal for a 200-level course (211/213) is February 18 at midnight. We
will be reviewing these proposals at 10:00am on the 20th. Please provide 3 copies of your proposal in the
folder in Sarah’s Department mailbox.
Suggestions
A 200-word course description with a course title. Please see the English Department website for sample course
descriptions, available under “student resources.” A paragraph describing the connection your course has to the
writing assignments and activities of the course. Include a handful of readings so that we can get a sense of what
you would be reading in relation to the writing. A paragraph discussing how your course will build on what a
student learned/practiced in English 111x. Specifically, address how you will be approaching “information
literacy” development in the course. A paragraph highlighting your enthusiasm and excitement for teaching the
course.

Writing Exercise
Fill a page with a single sentence describing a progression, a process, a prognosis. Only one sentence. One. An
entire page.
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WriteAlaska
Featured Page
WriteAlaska has undergone many changes since it’s conception during the summer of 2011. In the last year and
a half, more original material has been created and added to the site. As it’s grown, its organizing principles
have changed to accommodate the new material. The material is the product of our teaching assistants and
students who have participated in English 685: Teaching Composition. Victoria Avery’s “Food, Culture, and
Language” page is based on the Observation unit of the English 111x course sequence spanning four weeks.
Below is the introduction of her page:
Why food?
Food is a great way to introduce thinking and writing about culture and language to the class. It opens a natural
dialogue between you and the students, and between the student’s themselves— they disclose their cultural
backgrounds and hobbies, (do they hunt or fish? Do they garden?), and it is a topic they all know well enough to
not feel intimidated writing from a place of authority. Food also allows the class to think and write about
language, the metaphors we use, and how food often reflects our life style. For an example, the last class I
taught was very familiar with the “Alaskan Grown” logos that were printed on t-shirts and stickers. This
sparked a lively discussion about how much “we are what we eat.” Talking about Food taboos brings into the
class the often arbitrary cultural guidelines we implicitly follow, or signifies to others the morals of the
consumer (like with vegetarians, or those who only eat organic, or those who only eat the fish they catch).
While other themed units may take excursions to the museum or the coffee shop, this one asks students to the
grocery store or farmers market. How do people shop at these locations? How are the products arranged? How
do the employees dress and interact with the customers? Reading an excerpt from Michael Pollan’s The
Omnivore’s Dilema will challenge students to think about the processes that go into placing food in the
supermarket: how the products are displayed for consumers, and how many people are involved in the
transactions between the growing the food and the dinner table. The goal in the selected reading is to enact the
theory behind Bruce McComiskey, in his book Teaching Composition as a Social Process: Students who engage
in detailed heuristic exploration of all three moments in the cycle of cultural production, contextual distribution,
and critical consumption develop the sense that culture itself is a constantly changing process that cultures
undergo, and social-process rhetorical inquiry brings these processes of rhetorical intervention consciously to
bear on students’ own critical writing (24).
The food unit allows students a great way to practice rhetoric and the rhetorical situation. Students use the
elements of rhetoric to argue their cases for why we should eat something or why we should avoid something
else. Genre exploration is another benefit of the food unit, like the various online blogs or dad’s recipes. Finally,
the food unit works well with other themed units you can find here on WriteAlaska: for example the
autoethnography unit! Ok, my introduction was a little long, but I hope it conveys the excitement I feel for
bringing food into classroom conversation and writing. Below is an example sequence for building critical
thinking about the topic into a final essay.
http://writealaska.org/Food%2C+Culture%2C+and+Language
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